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Spiral wave stability in cardiac tissue with biphasic restitution
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Human ventricular tissue as well as several animal ventricular preparations show a biphasic shape of the
action potential duration restitution curve, with a local maximum at low diastolic intervals. We study numeri-
cally how the location and properties of this nonmonotonicity affect the stability of spiral waves. We find that,
depending on the slopes of the ascending and of the descending parts of the restitution curve, we can have
either stable rotation of the spiral wave or spiral breakup. We identify two types of spiral breakup: one due to
a steep positive slope and another due to a steep negative slope in the restitution curve. We discuss the
differences in their manifestation and possible implications. We also find that increasing the slope of the
descending part of the restitution curve increases the meandering of the spiral wave, due to the repeated
occurrence of conduction blocks near the spiral wave tip.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many cardiac arrhythmias are characterized by rotat
waves of excitation@1,2#, which are similar to spiral wave
found in a wide variety of nonlinear excitable media@3#. The
dynamics of spiral waves are considered to play a determ
ing role in the type of cardiac arrhythmia. In general, statio
ary rotation of spiral waves is associated with stationary
rhythmias with a periodic ECG~monomorphic tachycardia!,
while unstable rotation of spiral wave~meandering@4#!, and
especially spiral breakup, which is a deterioration of a sin
spiral wave into a spatiotemporal chaos, is associated
more complex arrhythmias and cardiac fibrillation, which
the leading cause of death in the industrialized world~see
Ref. @5# for details!.

It has been shown that the onset of the spiral breaku
some cases can heavily depend on a cellular property ca
‘‘restitution of action potential duration,’’ which is a depen
dency of the duration of cardiac action potential@ t(APD)#
on the time since the end of a preceding action poten
called diastolic interval@ t(DI) #. Normally, a longert(DI)
yields a longert(APD), so that the restitution curve is
monotonically increasing function oft(DI) @6,7#. An impor-
tant characteristic of the restitution curve is its maxim
slope at lowt(DI). It has been shown that spiral waves c
break up and develop a fibrillationlike pattern when the
solute value of the slope of the restitution curve exce
unity. This has been confirmed in numerous simulations
excitable media@8–12#.

Some experimental studies have however reported the
istence of restitution curves with a different shape. Expe
mental measurements oft(APD) restitution in human ven
tricular tissue revealed that it can have a nonmonoto
~biphasic! shape, with a local maximum and a local min
mum at low diastolic intervals@Figs. 1~a!–1~d!# @13,14#.
Similar restitution curves were reported in rabbit@15# as well
as in some dog preparations@16,17#. The influence of bipha-
sic restitution on reentrant arrhythmias has been investig
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in experimental and numerical studies of one-dimensio
~1D! maps @18# and for circulating pulse in a 1D ring o
tissue@19#. The general conclusion of these studies was t
biphasic restitution can increase the complexity of the
namics of the arrhythmia. However, the influence of bipha
restitution on spiral waves in two-~or more! dimensional
media was not investigated. Zemlin and Panfilov@20#
showed that a negative slope in the restitution curve, wh
is a characteristic feature of biphasic restitution, can subs
tially affect the spiral wave dynamics and can cause sp
breakup when it becomes steeper than21. They, however,
only considered the case of monotonically decreasing re
tution curves, which do not have a local maximum at lo
t(DI). Recently, Fentonet al.demonstrated breakup of spira
waves in an excitable medium with biphasic restitution cu
@21#. However, the above mentioned studies were done fo
single shape of thet(APD) restitution curve, which was no
fit to experimentally measured curves in human ventricu
tissue. Moreover, no detailed analysis was performed of
size and location of the biphasic restitution properties
spiral wave dynamics.

The main aim of the present work is to study the effect
biphasic restitution on spiral wave dynamics in a model t
fits experimentally measured restitution curves of hum
ventricular tissue and reproduces basic properties of hu
cardiac action potential@22#. We study the properties of spi
ral wave under variations of the most important characte
tics of the biphasic restitution curve: the amplitude of t
nonmonotonic part, the magnitude of the positive slope
low t(DI), and the magnitude of the negative slope at int
mediatet(DI).

II. MODEL

Ionic models of cardiac tissue are described by the
lowing equation:

Cm] tVm5d¹2Vm2I ion , ~1!
©2003 The American Physical Society17-1
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whereVm is the membrane potential,Cm is the membrane
capacitance,d is a diffusion matrix, andI ion is the sum of the
transmembrane currents as described in Ref.@22#, wheregK
andgK1 have been increased to 0.033 nS/pF, and 5.5 nS
respectively, to yieldt(APD) in the range reported by Re
@6#.

The precise mechanism underlying biphasic restitution
still poorly understood, but it was suggested to be the re
of a supernormal behavior of the calcium dynamics result
in increased calcium channel activity@6,23#. Hence, we re-
produced biphasic restitution in a phenomenological way,
modification of theL-type calcium channel in ionic models
The equation of theL-type calcium currentI Ca in the original
model is given by

I Ca5gCad f~Vm2ECa!, ~2!

wheregCa denotes the conductance,ENa is the reversal po-
tential, andd and f are gating variables of the Hodgkin
Huxley-type@24#, fulfilling a relaxation equation of the sam
type as Eq.~4!.

It is known thatt(APD) is correlated to the amplitude o
I Ca, larger amplitude results in longert(APD). In order to
reproduce biphasic restitution we replaced the constant v
gCa by gCa1gCaS„c(DI) …, whereS„c(DI) … is a function of
c(DI) @computedt(DI), see explanation later in the text#.
S„c(DI) … is zero for almost all values of the argument, and
positive in a small interval ofc(DI), corresponding to the
bump of the biphasic restitution curve. Basically, this fun
tion generates an extra inward current, which elonga
t(APD) for shortt(DI). Using the following sigmoidal func-
tions, we are able to design the functionS„c(DI) … in a con-
trollable way:

S„c~DI!…5A$12tanh@a2„c~DI!2d2…#%

3$11tanh@a1„c~DI!2d1…#%. ~3!

By changing the parametersA, a1 , a2 , d1 , andd2 we can
fit the shape and location of the biphasic bump to any
perimentally obtained curve.

In order to make our fits as close as possible to real
perimental data, we need to correlatec(DI) to the real dias-
tolic interval. However, the realt(DI) is not a variable of
ionic models. Moreover, its calculation should be auton
mous and not obtained from previous activation times a
Ref. @19#, in order to be valid in 2D. Therefore, we intro
duced a new gating variableds with the following dynamics:

] tds5
ds,`~Vm!2ds

tds
~Vm!

~4!

with

ds,`55.0, tds
510.0 for VmP@255,240# ~5!

ds,`51.0, tds
5200.0 for Vm,255 ~6!

ds,`51.0, tds
55000.0 forVm.240. ~7!
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It is easy to see that at the back of the ‘‘preceding act
potential,’’ whenVm decreases from240 to 255 the value
of ds becomes close to 5.0, and then~until the next pulse!
exponentially decays to the value 1.0 with a time constan
200.0 ms. The time constant of 5000.0 ms whenVm.240
guarantees thatds remains almost unchanged over the bu
of the action potential~till its back!. It can then be found tha
t(DI) can be evaluated from the value ofds by the following
equation:

c~DI!52202200 ln
ds21

4
. ~8!

Equations~3!, ~4!, and~8! provide a framework for fitting
basic restitution curves of human ventricular tissue and m
desired modifications thereof. Note that the several const
used for such a fitting, for example,ds,`55.0,tds

55000.0,
are phenomenological and one can easily achieve similar
using other numerical values.

In this paper, we used four different sets of parame
values (d2 ,d1 ,a2 ,a1) in order to obtain different biphasic
restitution curves~Table I,A50.32 in all cases!. Set 1 repro-
duces the experimental curve of Morganet al. @14#, with a
steep positive slope at lowt(DI) and dt(APD)/dt(DI) .
21 everywhere@Fig. 1~a!#. Using set 2 we obtained th
same curve as in the case of set 1, except for the pos
slope at lowt(DI), the steepness of which was reduced b
low 1 @Fig. 1~b!#. For parameter sets 3 and 4 the steepnes
the negative slope region of parameter set 2 was increa
with a region ofdt(APD)/dt(DI) ,21 in both cases@Figs.
1~c! and 1~d!#. The restitution curves were calculated b
means of anS1-S2 protocol in a single cell, consisting of 1
S1 stimuli at 1 Hz frequency and an extra stimulus at so
t(DI) after the lastS1 AP, and plotting itst(APD) at 90%
repolarization versust(DI).

We used the operator-splitting method to split Eq.~1! into
an ordinary differential equation~ODE! for reaction (I ion)
and a partial differential equation~PDE! for diffusion. The
PDE was solved using an alternating-direction impli
scheme@25# at a spatial discretisation ofDx50.025 cm~iso-
tropic medium with 150031500 cells!, whereas for the ODE
we used a time-adaptive forward Euler scheme with two p
sible time steps,Dtmin50.02 ms andDtmax50.1 ms. In this
scheme, for each point of the medium the ODE is solv
with Dtmax; if dVm /dt,1 V/s we move on to the nex
point, otherwise we integrate the ODE at that point five tim
with Dtmin from its initial value. The relaxation equations fo
the gating variables were integrated using a technique

TABLE I. Different parameter sets for the biphasic restitutio
curves.

Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4

d2 125 125 100 95
d1 35 225 10 30
a1 0.025 0.025 0.125 0.175
a2 0.04 0.016 0.016 0.016
7-2
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sented by Rush and Larsen@26#. We used the no-flux bound
ary condition. All simulations were coded inC11 and run
either on a Dell 530 Precision Workstation with two Int
Xeon 2.0 GHz processors.

We obtained spiral waves using anS1-S2 protocol. We
first paced one side of the tissue (S1) producing a plane
wave propagating in one direction. When the refractory
of this wave crossed the middle of the medium, we mov
our pacing electrode to that site and applied a single stim
(S2) parallel to theS1 wave front but not over the whol
width of the medium. Stimulus currents lasted for 2 ms (S1)
and 5 ms (S2) and their strength was two times the thresh
for both. TheS2 wave front curled around its free end an
produced a spiral wave. The position of the spiral tip w
calculated using an algorithm presented by Fenton
Karma @27#.

III. RESULTS

A. From monotonic to biphasic restitution

Although the restitution curve, which is the best fit for th
experimental data obtained by Morganet al. @14#, has a clear
biphasic shape~set 1!, we started our study from the we
known monotonic restitution curve@Fig. 2~a!, solid line# and
gradually increased the amplitude of the nonmonotonic p
by increasing parameterA in Eq. ~3!, until we obtained the

FIG. 1. Restitution curves~left! and their slopes~right! for the
different parameter sets compared to experimental data obtaine
Morganet al. @6#: ~a! set 1,~b! set 2,~c! set 3, and~d! set 4.

FIG. 2. Restitution curves~left! and their slopes~right! for pa-
rameter set 1 whereA was varied between 0 and 0.32.
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biphasic restitution curve that fits the data by Morganet al.
@14# ~set 1!. We studied the dynamics of spiral waves duri
this process.

For the monotonic restitution curve (A50), where the
slope of the restitution curve was larger than 1 in a ve
small interval@ t(DI) ,5 ms, Fig. 2#, we observed a stable
meandering behavior of the spiral wave, with a linear core
4.6 cm and a rotational period of about 220 ms, which w
similar to the results of our previous study@22# adjusted for
the shortened action potential. When the amplitude of
nonmonotonic part increased, we found increasingly m
complex meandering patterns with multiple areas of cond
tion block forming close to the spiral tip. These blocks we
however, never effective in creating new spiral waves by
breakup process, but merely affected the trajectory of
spiral tip. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 3, and is furthe
discussed in the following section.

WhenA became larger than 0.16, the region of the re
tution curve withdt(APD)/dt(DI) .1 was large enough to
destabilize the spiral wave and to cause breakup after a
rotations. Hence, we found that for the best fit of the expe
mental data (A50.32) spiral waves are unstable and bre
down in multiple daughter wavelets after the fourth rotatio
From then on a complex activation pattern sets in, wh
new spiral waves are formed via the breakup process
other disappears at boundaries or when coalescing~Fig. 4!.

Thus, we observed two main effects:~1! when the ampli-
tude of the nonmonotonicity increased, the meandering
the spiral wave became more pronounced,~2! when the posi-
tive slope of the left branch of the restitution curve beca
steeper than 1 over a large interval, breakup occurred
order to study these processes separately, we fixed the
plitude of the nonmonotonic part as in set 1 (A50.32) and
varied the slopes of the regions with positive and nega
restitution.

by

FIG. 3. Trajectory of the spiral wave tips in the case of~a! A
50.032 and~b! A50.096 during the interval@1000 ms, 2000 ms#.
The graphs have dimensions 12.5 cm312.5 cm.

FIG. 4. Spiral breakup using parameter set 1. Snapshots of e
trical activity going from left to right. Activity is displayed in gray
shadings going from black~rest! to white ~fully activated!. The first
frame was taken at 1.9 s and the frames are separated by time
of 50 ms. The frames have dimensions 37.5 cm337.5 cm.
7-3
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B. Effects of the ascending and descending parts of the
restitution curve on spiral wave dynamics

It is reasonable to assume that in the case of paramete
1 breakup is due to a steep restitution curve, as the slop
the restitution curve exceeds unity at short diastolic interv
@Fig. 1~a!, right#. This type of unstable behavior resulting
breakup of the wave front corresponds to spiral wa
breakup observed in models of monotonic increasing res
tion curves with a steep slope@11,28,29#.

In order to check this hypothesis we have studied a sp
wave in the case of set 2, where the magnitude of the p
tive slope at lowt(DI) was reduced below 1@Fig. 1~b!#. We
found that in this case the spiral wave remained stably ro
ing without any breakup. The period of spiral wave w
about 230 ms and it had at(DI) of 22 ms. The core was
linear and had a diameter of about 5 cm@Fig. 7~a!#. The
wavelength~the product of the period and conduction velo
ity! was'11.5 cm.

Note that, for both sets 1 and 2 the slope of the negativ
sloped part of the restitution curve was never lower than
critical value21, for which one could expect the onset
instabilities @20#. Therefore we used parameter set 3 wh
has a minimal negative slope of about22, while the maxi-
mal positive slope is below 1. We found that in this case
rotation of spiral became more instable. We repeatedly
served areas of conduction block forming close to the sp
tip and obtained, as a result, a complex meandering pa
that consisted of two processes: rotation along a linear c
which in this case is about 50% longer than for set 2, an
drift of the spiral over a substantial distance~due to the con-
duction block! @Figs. 5, 7~a,b!#. This was similar to the pro-
cesses observed in the preceding section, which were res
sible for the increased complexity of the meandering patt
in Fig. 3. Ineffective breaks of spiral formed in the spiral a
starting from approximately fifth rotation, but these were n
successful in creating new spiral waves, and a single sp
wave persisted for as long as 8.3 s~or about 30 rotations!. It
rotated with an average period of 230 ms~the same as for se
2! but thet(DI) was increased to the value of about 35 m
At 8.3 s we observed an effective breakup and afterward
complex activation pattern set in, as illustrated by Fig. 6.

FIG. 5. Conduction block near the spiral tip in the case of
rameter set 3. Snapshots of electrical activity going from left
right and from top to bottom. Activity is displayed in gray shadin
going from black~rest! to white ~fully activated!. The first frame
was taken at 1.25 s model time and the frames are separated by
steps of 10 ms. The frames have dimensions 37.5 cm337.5 cm.
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In order to study the role of the magnitude of the negat
slope in the dynamics of the spiral wave, we used param
set 4 where the steepness of the negative restitution was
ther increased@Fig. 1~d!#. We found an increased instab
behavior of the spiral wave: tip motion became more co
plex and the spiral wave showed a substantial drift in sp
@Fig. 7~c!#. However, effective breakup here required
longer time and occurred around 10 s. Afterwards, a comp
pattern similar to that of Fig. 6 was formed. We also fou
that the averaget(DI) of the spiral wave was further in
creased to 50 ms. This seems to be correlated with obse
tions made by Zemlin and Panfilov@20#, who showed that
spiral waves with more negative slope have longert(DI). In
our case, as in Ref.@20#, the increase oft(DI) was achieved
by a larger tip motion.

In order to check whether the tip motion is important f
the deterioration into a complex pattern, we initiated a sp
wave circulating around an unexcitable circular hole for p
rameter set 3. We chose the radius of the hole to be 2.5 c
order to have a spiral wave rotating with at(DI) 537 ms,
comparable to the unbroken spiral wave in previous simu

-

me

FIG. 6. Spiral breakup using parameter set 3. Snapshots of e
trical activity going from left to right and from top to bottom. Ac
tivity is displayed in gray shadings going from black~rest! to white
~fully activated!. The first frame was taken at 7.9 s model time a
the frames are separated by time steps of 50 ms. The frames
dimensions 37.5 cm337.5 cm.

FIG. 7. Trajectory of the spiral wave tips in the case
parameter sets 2~a!, 3 ~b!, and 4~c! during the interval@1000 ms,
2000 ms#. The graphs have dimensions 12.5 cm312.5 cm.
7-4
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tion with the same parameter set. We found that the reent
wave remained stable and rotated at a constantt(DI) of 37
ms.

IV. DISCUSSION

The magnitude of the biphasic part of the restitution cu
seems to play a role in the stability of the spiral waves.
found that for low magnitudes, withudt(APD)/dt(DI) u,1
everywhere, stable spiral waves can be obtained with a re
lar meandering pattern. If the amplitude of the bipha
‘‘bump’’ is increased, we first observe a disturbance in t
trajectory of the tip, due to conduction blocks created alo
the spiral arm. We did not observe successful breakups o
spiral wave until the averaget(DI) of the spiral wave lied
within the unstable region of the restitution curve where
slope was larger than 1. Fentonet al. @21# showed that spira
breakup due to biphasic restitution curves w
udt(APD)/dt(DI) u,1 could be obtained due to conductio
blocks forming along the spiral arm. In our case, we a
observed the conduction blocks, but they were never s
cessful in creating new spiral waves, whe
udt(APD)/dt(DI) u,1. These differences can be explain
by two observations:~1! in our simulations thet(APD) is
much longer, the saturated value oft(APD) at longt(DI) is
about 270 ms, while in Ref.@21# t(APD)(`);70 ms, mak-
ing waves less prone to break up,~2! in Ref. @21# the ampli-
tude of the biphasic bump is about three times larger than
amplitudes discussed in this paper. Hence, the effects o
biphasic part might have been relatively more pronounce
Ref. @21# than in our computations.

We found two types of spiral breakup in a model of h
man ventricular tissue with biphasict(APD) restitution. The
first type corresponds to previously studied breakup, wh
the positive slope of the restitution curve exceeds unity
low t(DI) @11#. The second type of breakup was observ
when the negative slope became less than21. In that case
the breakup took a longer time to develop~up to 30 spiral
wave rotations compared to 4 for the first type!, which is
similar to the results obtained by Zemlin and Panfilov@20#.
We found that this second type of breakup was mainly du
a substantial perturbation of the motion of the tip, when
steepness of the negatively sloped part of the restitu
curve gets below21. This irregular motion enhanced i
regularities along the spiral arm via the Doppler effect a
eventually caused the wave breaks, similar to the results
tained by Quet al. @30# and Fentonet al. @21# in models with
monotonous restitution curves. The role of the tip moti
was further confirmed by the lack of spiral breakup whe
spiral wave was pinned around an unexcitable circular h
in the case of parameter set 3.

We modeled biphasic restitution curves by modifying t
calcium current, based on some experimental studies@6,23#.
However, until today, there is no agreement on the ex
mechanism of biphasic restitution. Our approach can ea
be extended to reproduce other mechanisms of nonmon
nicity, for example, by modifying the potassium current co
ductance gK into gK@12D„c(DI) …#, with a function
D„c(DI) … similar to S„c(DI) … from Eq. ~3!. Note, that both
02191
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mechanisms of breakup, which we find in our simulatio
were confirmed in a wide variety of computations involvin
totally different descriptions of cardiac tissue. Therefore
believe that our results reflect basic properties of sp
waves in cardiac tissue with biphasic restitution and sho
hold independently of the method used to reproduce
nonmonotonic restitution.

The restitution curves were calculated using anS1-S2
protocol in single ventricular model cells. In experimen
@6,14#, however, restitution curves are measured in tiss
where electrotonic effects can affect the shape of the res
tion curve with respect to the maximal and minimal values
t(APD). We have, for the case of parameter set 2, calcula
the restitution curve in a point of a 2D sheet of ventricu
cells by simulating unidirectional propagating action pote
tials at decreasing basic cycle length. The resulting rest
tion curve showed an overall decrease oft(APD) by an
amount of about 15 ms when compared to the curve obta
in a single cell. The slope of the curve was, however, sim
in all points (,5% deviation!. Since our study focuses o
the effects of the slope of biphasic restitution curves and
amplitude of the bump, we believe that our restitution curv
are representative for the observed dynamics in tw
dimensional media.

The main limitation of our two-dimensional simulations
that they were based on a homogeneous isotropic med
whereas the heart is an heterogeneous three-dimensiona
ject with anisotropic properties. Heterogeneities and anis
ropy can affect the spiral wave dynamics@31,32#, and further
studies in more realistic models are therefore required.

Another limitation is the fact that in our case biphas
restitution curves are obtained using anS1-S2 protocol at a
given basic cycle length and that the steady-state restitu
curves also have the biphasic ‘‘bump’’~not shown!. Biphasic
restitution has, however, never been observed during ste
statet(APD) restitution, where each point of the restitutio
curve is obtained when a steady state is reached for a g
basic cycle length@33#. Hence, destabilizing effects of bipha
sic restitution may be more important only during the fi
beats of a rapid change of cycle length and less impor
after several beats because of the cycle length adaptation
the nonbiphasic steady state.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we found in tissue with biphasic restitutio
curve two types of spiral breakup: one due to a steep pos
slope (.1) and another due to a steep negative (,21)
slope in the restitution curve. We also found that increas
the slope of the descending part or the amplitude of the
phasic part of the restitution curve increases the meande
of the spiral wave, due to the repeated occurrence of cond
tion blocks near the spiral wave tip.
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